Bush Family Treason
by Barbara Boyd
March 31—In our next issue, we will provide you an
initial brief on Presidential candidate Jeb Bush, described by EIR Founding Editor Lyndon LaRouche as a
deadly strategic danger in a world already careening
toward financial collapse and world war—both the
result of two previous Bush Presidencies and the Presidency of their successor in interest, nominally-Democratic President Barack Obama. The combined Bush
and Obama Presidencies have turned the United States
into an ugly, violent, and decadent caricature of its
former self.
We will demonstrate that no Bush, beginning with
Nazi financier Prescott Bush, Jeb’s grandfather, has
been anything but a compliant servant of an AngloAmerican oligarchy determined to destroy the United
States of George Washington, Alexander Hamilton,
Abraham Lincoln, Franklin Roosevelt, and John F.
Kennedy.
When Jeb Bush stepped to the podium at the Chicago Council of Global Affairs on February 18, he practically shouted that he loves his father and his brother
(inviting anyone who disagreed to fight him outside)
and believes that they were great Presidents. But when
he added that he, Jeb, will be his own man, he was lying.
No Bush has been his “own man.” Under the tutelage of
Nazi financier Prescott and his Wall Street and British
cronies, the Bushes have consciously campaigned to
create a Presidential dynasty in the service of transatlantic speculators, whose imperial policies are enforced
through secret government entities and a controlled
media.
George H.W. Bush allegedly struck out on his own
in the oil business in Texas, arriving in a Red Studebaker and becoming a self-made oil millionaire. In reality, he arrived on a Dresser industries plane arranged by
his father, and his initial oil business was backed by
investors from Britain arranged by his rich uncle and
mentor Bert Walker, Prescott, and other Wall Street figures. He never lost that sponsorship. Through his family
station and intelligence career serving the Dulles brothers’ spook networks, George H.W. Bush established a
life-long allegiance to the Saudi and Kuwaiti royal families—allegiances which complemented his slavish de54 The Mission of the Presidency

votion to the British controllers of these Mideast satraps.
Prescott Bush’s publicly exposed Nazi financier
past as the managing partner of Brown Brothers Harriman, including early support for the Nazis’ eugenics
program, disqualified him from running for the Presidency personally. Instead, he devoted himself to choreographing every aspect of G.H.W. Bush’s political
ascendency, beginning with a campaign to have Richard Nixon name him as Vice-President. When G.H.W.
Bush was forced upon the newly elected Ronald Reagan
as Vice-President, Richard Allen, Reagan’s first national security advisor, commented that Bush had a fabulous resumé but otherwise no principles or independent identity. In the words of Allen, “There was no
there, there.”
George W. Bush, after evading the draft, pursued
the same Texas oilman, western independent myth as
his father—he failed miserably in business, but was
bailed out by the Saudis, Prescott, his uncle Bert Walker,
and their Wall Street, London, and intelligence community cronies. His cocaine, sex, and alcohol-fueled past
was washed away by a public relations campaign featuring his born-again religious conversion. He became,
by most objective accounts, the worst President to date
in United States history—save only for his successor,
Barack Obama.
And now we have Jeb. Other than speaking fluent
Spanish, marrying his Mexican sweetheart, and converting to Catholicism following a “rough patch” in his
marriage, Jeb’s life follows the same Bush trajectory:
business failures, followed by bailout by family and corrupt and spooky CIA-connected financial ventures. Jeb
and his father both supported anti-Castro terrorists including Orlando Bosch. Jeb was also his father’s liaison
to the Cubans whom Vice-President Bush deployed in
illegal Contra activities throughout Latin America.
Saudi money and drug trafficking were critical sources
of Contra funding. A signer of the founding document
for the Project for the New American Century, Jeb has
surrounded himself with all of his father’s and his brother’s advisors, including Otto Reich and Paul Wolfowitz.
There is more, lots more, in the next edition of EIR.
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